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five new maps and a free game bundle give you everything to get fired up formodern warfare 3. from the very start you'll know that this season represents the pinnacle of multiplayer gameplay. the maps, new gameplay features and the weapons are a culmination of the lessons and insights gained during seven previous seasons of post-launch content. white
& blue: many fans of the game will have been disappointed that the fifth and final map pack features a single new multiplayer map in online and splitscreen modes. while certainly not the worst of the bunch, the map is decent but it is also a little disappointing, considering that the four maps added to frontlinewere all really good. the map pack also features

several new special ops missions in which players must solve a puzzle in white & blueand must then use the solution to guide them on to the next challenge. cod:mw3 season 5 also sees a new cod:mw3 multiplayer beta, bringing the multiplayer option even closer to all you call of dutyplayers. multiplayer beta: the beta will be available for download on
playstation 3 and xbox 360 as a free dlc add-on beginning friday, august 29. the beta will be playable online on all maps available in the season 5 maps pack. which maps will be available during the multiplayer beta is yet to be announced. any game updates made to the multiplayer beta will be made available to all players. you can head over to the official call

of duty: modern warfare 3 multiplayer beta section to read more about the call of duty: modern warfare 3multiplayer beta. the new season kicks off friday, august 29, with season 5 mapping pack.
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the mechanics of the game change with each season, including weapons, perks, maps, and game modes. the first call of duty modern warfare is also the game with one of the most drastic changes of its game mode lineup. season 1 saw the introduction of the king of the hill game mode in call of duty: modern warfare and the warzone game mode in call of
duty: black ops. season 2 saw the introduction of the giant game mode in call of duty: modern warfare and the eliminator game mode in call of duty: black ops. this season will be the first time that players across all platforms will enjoy the new fallout game mode. fallout is essentially a 16-player deathmatch game in a post-apocalyptic wasteland. players

venture into the wasteland on foot or by feet, and take the fight to enemies with the atomic power they wield. after a while, players are able to acquire more powerful weapons, such as robotic limb upgrades, and other power-ups. just like in modern warfare, black ops will feature the spec ops game mode. in spec ops, the fight is on the ground but the rules are
different. when an elite team of soldiers breaks into a designated location, they must use their wits to fight their way out of a dangerous situation. as a veteran to the call of duty franchise, booker dewitt was the first of his kind to step foot on the moon in a complex chase for precious resources that came with heavy tension. with the heat turned on full in

"moon," dewitt and the other elite moon shooters must push through heavy enemy resistance and maintain friendly fire while fighting back against the unrelenting vacuum and deadly radiation at every corner. in pursuit of moon sam, the call of duty franchise sends back the only survivor. with survival on the line, who will you save? 5ec8ef588b
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